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Introduction:

Top

Understanding almost every aspect of cellular and molecular biology requires establishing
gene expression patterns. We have initiated a novel approach to create tissue-specific
databases for the prediction of gene expression patterns and make maximum use of the
available information.
Testis, where the cell differentiation is unique among all adult tissues, was taken as the
tissue of interest for database creation. MGEx-Tdb (Mammalian Gene Expression Testis
database) is first among the series of databases to be created.


How is it created?
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Lists of genes reported to be transcribed or dormant, in several genome-wide expression
studies on testis or specific testicular cells under different conditions were gathered from
the literature (PubMed) and repositories (GEO, ArrayExpress, Oncomine, SMD, CIBEX).
The gene list was collected along with the necessary cognate information, such as,
1. the expression status (expressed or dormant),
2. species,
3. tissue-area or cell type, and
4. specific physiological or experimental condition.
This set of basic parameters is referred to as ‘Expression Status under specific Location and
Condition (ESLC)’. They were then systematically formatted and entered into the database.
No attempts were made to perform fresh statistical analysis. Instead, the ‘expressed’ or ‘not
expressed’ call by the author(s) was relied upon. In any study with multiple hybridizations,
the expression status indicated in the majority of cases was used as the final expression
status. For example, any gene reported to be ‘expressed’ in majority of the
hybridizations/samples, was identified as ‘expressed’. In several cases, the gene-sets
reported by the authors had to be split into several other gene-lists. Thus, several gene-sets
of variable sizes were collected, and were characterized by the transcription, or lack of it, in
specific location and condition.
Database creation: MySQL Relational Data-Base Management System (RDBMS) was
employed for storing the data. A table was dedicated to store the basic gene-related
information including the gene name, locus and transcript details. Another table was used
to store gene identifiers such as gene name, gene description, official gene symbol, NCBI
gene identifier, etc.
Perl based CGI script has been used to create an interface for the entry of gene-lists.
Specially designed Perl programs such as LWP modules were used to connect to NCBI
and, with the aid of NCBI E-utilities
(http://eutils.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query/static/eutils_help.html), the required
information was downloaded. The information included the NCBI gene id, official gene
symbol, aliases, gene sequence, gene summary, chromosomal location, potential promoter

sequence [-1000 to +200 bp] and all transcript sequences (along with exon-intron details)
corresponding to each gene. Using gene symbol and Swiss-Prot IDs downloaded from
NCBI gene database, protein-related information encoded by that gene was downloaded
from Swiss-Prot (http://ca.expasy.org/sprot). Similarly, transcription start sites were
downloaded from dbTSS (ftp://ftp.hgc.jp/pub/hgc/db/dbtss/). When the information was
not available in dbTSS, the 5’ most position (a 5’ end closest to that of the chromosome) of
NCBI RefSeq gene models with was used to represent the TSS position. Perl codes were
written to ensure automatic incorporation of the downloaded data into the database.


How it works?
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The database predicts the ESLC of a gene using a novel scoring system. The score allotted
for every ESLC of a gene is based on the consensus drawn from the expression status
across multiple data-sets/gene-lists.
Note: A consensus for expression status has been drawn from only those studies that were
comparable (i.e. those referring to the same species, physiological condition and/or
location). However, there will be several differences within the experimental details and
the data analysis process, across microarray studies. Such details include probe sets,
samples and statistics used. Nevertheless, the simplicity of the current procedure allows us
to bypass such details. In any case, the user can access the original data sets to refer to the
details, using the PMID or other links provided for every data-set.
Each gene was assigned a score of two for a specific and definite expression status
(transcribed or dormant) with respect to a single gene-list. With increasing evidence for an
expression status of a gene, across the data-sets/gene-lists, the score increased, thereby
providing a final ‘reliability score’. For example, a gene reported to be ‘not detected’ in
normal rat testis by two studies, would be shown as ‘dormant’ in normal rat testis with a
reliability-score of four. Thus, a lower score would indicate either lack of supporting
evidences or presence of contradicting reports for the specific expression status under
consideration.


Logging into MGEx-Tdb :
1. Launch your web browser.
2. Enter the following in your browser’s address bar:
http://mgexdb.ibab.ac.in/cgi-bin/login/login.pl?pid=P00A08
3. Log in if you have already registered, if not, sign up as a new user.
4. Register, by providing the required information.
5. A confirmation mail is sent to you with the approval.
6. Log in with the user name and password.
7. Home page opens up.
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The homepage


Start the search
Searching MGEx-Tdb is as simple as can be.
The homepage in its entirety consists of two options of search.

Two search options
provided. Click here
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OPTION 1: Begin query with cell type/condition
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1. Query:
To retrieve the genes and their details for a particular testicular cell type or for a
physiological condition of a species, one can query the database using the “Begin query
with cell type, condition” option.
The user can select the species of interest by using the drop down menu & can then
select the cell type with the specific physiological condition. In case of no selection
made for the cell type, the database uses the default option of testis. However, note that
there is no default option for the physiological condition, and must be defined by the
user before proceeding to the next step.
Species

Testicular cell
type

Physiological
condition

The species included in the database are Mouse (default), Rat and Human.
The testis cell types are further divided into two categories; Germ cells and Somatic
cells. The user can either query with specific cell-type [eg: spermatogonia, sertoli cells]
or collectively as germ cell, somatic cells or seminiferous tubules. While the former
retrieves only those genes associated with the specified cell type, the latter retrieves all
the genes that fall under the broader category.
The physiological conditions provided, include
Normal or disease state
Experimental conditions such as, ‘hormone’ or chemical/ drug treatment study
Developmental stages
Specific gene/protein studies- knock-out/knock-in/transgenic/mutant other
miscellaneous conditions
The above physiological conditions further have sub-conditions that must be specified
by the user.

•

An option, ‘Click here for multiple conditions’ is provided, to facilitate the search
for those microarray studies that deal with multiple conditions. For eg: FSH treated
hypogonadal mice study is got by first choosing ‘hormone treatment’

•

and then specifically, the study on ‘hypogonadism’.

Click
submit
2. Results:
•
•
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The result page displays a comprehensive list of both transcribed (expressed) and
dormant (not-expressed) genes for the specified query. The genes are arranged
based on their reliability scores (highest to lowest).
They are further listed based on the order in which they were uploaded into the
database (i.e., if 2 genes have same scores, the gene that is uploaded first will
appear ahead of the other).

•

A click on any gene in the list takes the user to the ‘Gene Description Table’ for that
particular species considered, as illustrated below.

Click here

‘Gene Description Table’

OPTION 2: Begin query with gene name/s
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1. Query:
•
•

The “Begin query with gene name/s” option facilitates the user to query the
database by individual gene name (gene symbol or full name) in the text box
provided.
Multiple genes can be queried by separating the entities with a comma.

Note: No other delimiter like semicolon/space/colon should be used.

2. Results:
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The output page for such a query is generally divided into 2 panels, both of which are
accompanied by the ‘Gene Description Table’. One panel consists of ‘Identical
matches’, corresponding to exact/complete match (w.r.t the gene name/symbol) for
the query. The other consists of ‘Partial matches’ that correspond to
partial/incomplete match (w.r.t the gene name/symbol) for the query in the database.
•

For eg: when queried with Prm1, the database displays the result as
Prm1 under ‘Identical match’
Sprm1 & Oprm1 under ‘Partial matches’
For those where the ‘partial hits’ is not displayed, it only indicates that the database
has only a perfect match for the given query and vice versa.

Identical
match

Partial
match



The ‘Gene Description Table’:
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The table provides links for information on following entities.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
•

Gene Information
Transcript Information
Protein Information
Promoter Information
Expression Information
Relevant PubMed papers
Other Information
Click on these links to get the complete details of each component.

1. Gene information:
•

•
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This provides complete information of a gene - official gene name, abbreviation,
summary, organism in which the gene is reported, gene loci, the sequence,
transcripts coded, the ‘Transcription Start Site’ (TSS), the potential promoter region
(-1000 to +200 from TSS), etc. are provided by the database.
The specific URLs in the map viewer and the genomic context section, link to the
corresponding pages of NCBI.

From
NCBI

From
DBTSS

2. Transcript information:
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•

This provides the information for individual transcripts- the NCBI ID, the
exon/intron specificities etc. for the queried gene.

•

One can specify the exon/intron number in the ‘view info about’ section to get the
complete information about the length, position and the occurrence in other
transcripts

Specify the number

Details
displayed

Note: The details of all the transcripts (reported or hypothetical) for a particular gene,
provided by the database are obtained from Entrez Gene.

3. Protein information:
•
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This includes the Swiss-Prot ID of the protein, along with its functional details,
molecular weight and the amino acid sequence, are also displayed. All information
provided is as per the ExPASy Swiss-Prot Database.

4. Promoter information:
•

This comprise of the details regarding the potential promoter region of the gene and
its TSS position as per DBTSS. The specific URLs in the map viewer and the
genomic context section, link to the corresponding pages of NCBI.

5. Expression information:
•
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This section provides the expression pattern of the queried gene, in testis tissue,
with respect to its cell type, conditions and sub-conditions. The expression status is
clearly indicated as ‘transcribed’ or ‘dormant’ or ‘marginal’ & is associated with a
reliability score.

•

The user can click on specific ‘Expression Status’ to get relevant literature, from
PubMed or other repositories, from which the final reliability score was derived.

Click here

Click here

•

The section also provides a link at the bottom of the page, to the expression status
across other normal tissues for the user specified gene.

Click here

Expression information for ACRV1

•

At the end of the page one can find links to other gene expression databases

6. Relevant PubMed papers:
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Links to PubMed.

7. Other information:
•
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This section provides links to literature information regarding the function, subcellular location or other general information, for the gene considered. The ‘retrieve
abstracts’ option can be used to read the abstracts of the citations.

Relevant expression
information papers
Click here to retrieve
the abstracts

